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MOVING AUDIENCES

ANALYTICS

Analytics
Measure The Offline World.
Connect Advertising to Outcomes.
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Understand Physical Consumer Movement
People movement is dynamic and it is only natural for "location" to emerge as the new
currency of marketing. Location intelligence enables physical brands, advertisers, and
agencies to plan, execute, and measure smarter campaigns.
The places a person visits are an indication of who they are. In the real world, marketers
need to understand where consumers are, where they have been, and predict where they
will go. Moving Audiences Analytics solves this offline challenge.

How Does it Work?
Moving Audiences Analytics Solves the Offline Challenge - Understanding Physical Consumer Movement

People are always connected
and on the move. They spend
more than 70% of their time
out-of-home.

The places a consumer visits
is an indication of who they
are - likes, interests, and
physical path-to-purchase
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Online can measure Offline.
These “connected” audiences
leave Digital Footprints
everywhere they go.
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Moving Audiences Analytics aggregates and processes data
from multiple sources including
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Moving Audiences Analytics Provides Location Intelligence Around

BEHAVIOUR
Track audience
movement patterns
including how long
audiences spend at
the location

TECHNOGRAPHICS
Learn about the
types of devices
being used in the
chosen location(s)

PERFORMANCE

PORTFOLIO

Compare insights
of two different
locations to measure
their performance
parallely

Create audience
zones by selecting
your prefered locations
to conduct overall
analysis

DEMOGRAPHICS
Access demographics
of audiences who
visited the chosen
location during the
selected dates

VOLUME/QUANTITY
Get a picture of
audience density
and type
(uniques/repeats)
around the chosen
location

One Location Analytics Platform, Multiple Industry Applications

OUT-OF-HOME MEDIA

MEDIA PLANNING

Measure the effectiveness of
outdoor media spend by the
audiences reached

Enable Precise Media Planning
armed with real time location
intelligence

SMART CITY APPLICATIONS

EVENTS AND ACTIVATIONS

Improve traffic flow, provide
connectivity at strategic locations,
serve adaptive content

Measure and profile audiences at
events, exhibitions, and brand
activations.

STORE ANALYTICS

TRANSIT AND SHOPPING HUBS

Get a single, digital view of all
in-store interactions and build
profiles of your customers

Track movement - dwell times,
peak visits. Serve contextual
information like wait times
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Benefit

“If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.”
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How many visitors came to an e-commerce site? How long did they stay? What did they
look at? What product sections do they navigate to the most? Online platforms thrive off
these insights. They know who their customers are, how they shop, and where to reach
them.

Measure your
in-store interactions
and access these
insights in real time?

Measure and attract
people who walk
past your stores

Build your offline
customer persona and
engage lookalikes
them online.

By harnessing technology-based location intelligence, you too can track your store interactions and optimise your marketing spend to increase sales conversions.

Monitor store and media
performance:
Attribute footfall to
hyperlocal campaigns.

Better in-store experiences:
Understand consumer movements
in-store and nearby
your stores to
optimise these touchpoints.

Increase footfall:
Attract “nearby” audiences
with relevant content on
digital signage and hyperlocal
advertising platforms.

Benchmarking:
Compare multiple stores to
understand the impact of marketing
campaigns and other events
on a portfolio level.

Optimise marketing spend:
Build consumer profiles to
engage and re-target the
most relevant audiences
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Adoption

STEP 1
Define your location

STEP 2
Enable access to sample
location on dashboard

STEP 3
Agreement and Scope of
Work

STEP 4
Installation and Onboard

Website :
www.movingwalls.com
Email :
info@movingwalls.com / sales@movingwalls.com
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